LECTURE SERIES _ SPRING 2014

11 Feb (Tues) | 6 PM

KEN REARDON
Professor of City and Regional Planning, University of Memphis

LECTURE _ Advocacy Planning: Alive and Well in the Bluff City

03 Apr (Thurs) | 6 PM

GERARDO SALINAS + CHRIS O’HARA
SALINAS, AIA _ Principal, Rojkind Arquitectos, Mexico City
O’HARA, PE, SECB _ Principal, Façade Director, Studio NYL, Boulder

LECTURE _ Hecho en Mexico

14 Apr (Mon) | 6 PM

DICK FARLEY
Principal, Richard Farley Urban Design, LLC, Denver

LECTURE _ Visual Thinking

21 Apr (Mon) | 6 PM

DAVID ADJAYE
Principal, Adjaye Associates, London

LECTURE _ Works
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